Bergen County, NJ - Economic Places
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Incorporated Places/Minor Civil Divisions
- **Lodi**: Places included in the 2007 and 2012 Economic Census
- **Alpine**: Places added to the 2012 Economic Census

Census Designated Places/Other Statistical Areas
- **(none)**: Places included in the 2007 and 2012 Economic Census
- **(none)**: Places added to the 2012 Economic Census

Other Boundaries
- **(nonc)**: Dropped Economic Place
- **NEW JERSEY**: State or Statistical Equivalent
- **BERGEN**: County or Statistical Equivalent
- **Water/Coastline**: Water/Coastline

A degree (°) denotes that the county or statistical equivalent is in a Metropolitan Statistical Area. An asterisk (*) denotes that the county or statistical equivalent is in a Micropolitan Statistical Area. Metropolitan and Micropolitan Area definitions are as delineated February 2013. All other boundaries are as of January 1, 2012.